Movie Review: Night School

By Lauren Burczyk
If you’re looking for a fresh, witty comedy, then you’re in
luck! Night School is the perfect movie to watch when you’re
looking for a “pick me up.” This fun, original flick stars
Kevin Hart and Tiffany Haddish. Teddy, played by Hart, is a
high school dropout desperate for a good job so that he can
continue to impress his fiancée, an architect, who is unaware
of his actual situation. His good friend promises him a
position as a financial analyst if he goes back to school and
completes his GED. The fun starts when Teddy meets his night
school teacher, Carrie, played by Haddish, who’s determined to
get Teddy to pass his exam. Teddy finds out that keeping night
school a secret from his fiancée is much harder than he could
have imagined. Read Cupid’s movie review to find out just how
funny this film is!

Night School is the perfect comedy
that shows what not to do in a
relationship.
Should you see it:
If you’re in the mood for a good comedy, there are just enough
laughs to make this movie well worth it!
Who to take:
This would be a great movie to see with your partner, best
friend, or family member. This comedy has a softer rating so

you can bring your teenager along with you!
Cupid’s Advice:
Do you agree with Teddy that a secret is unavoidable in
certain circumstances during a relationship? Cupid has some
reasons to avoid keeping secrets from your partner and why
secrets, even if they’re harmless, can ruin your relationship.
1. Keeping a secret from your partner proves you’re being
dishonest: In a relationship, honesty is always the best
policy. Keeping a secret from your significant other is very
similar to lying and can break the trust in a relationship.
Related Link: Relationship Movie ‘Home Sweet Hell’ Features
Katherine Heigl as a Killer Wife
2. You can end up becoming deceitful: The more time that
passes, the harder it will become to reveal your secret to
your partner. It’s important to tell the truth right from the
start so that you avoid turning your secret into a real
problem.
Related Link: It’s Friends vs. Relationship in ‘The Wedding
Ringer’
3. Deceit quickly multiplies into mistrust: Once you’ve let
your secret lead to deceit, the more it will affect your
relationship. Deceit can often lead to breaking the trust in
your relationship.
4. Keeping secrets is a breeding ground for betrayal: Avoiding
to mention important facts to your partner can lead to further
deception or betrayal. Being open and honest with your partner
will encourage trust and open communication.
5. Relationships are often ruined by lies: Secrets and lies
cause couples to grow apart. It’s difficult to forgive your
partner once you’ve found out that they’ve lied to you and
kept a secret from you.

Can you think of any other reasons why keeping secrets from
your partner could ultimately ruin your relationship? Comment
below.

